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SYNOPSIS 

Good surface draineee is an _ important e-lement in the safe, 
corwenient and economical use o( e hiahway. In this paper, the 
author presents a simple method of analysis which indicates how to 
cfesian channe.ls to avoid future difficulty and abnormal expense in 
rnaintainina the surface drainaae sy;tem, This analysis consists 
of first estimetin& the peak rate of runoff from each drainaae area 
contributin& ~o channels on the highway; second, c:heckin& the abili
ty of these channels to carry the estimated discherae without erod
ina or overflowin&: end third, desianine protection l'J&ainst erosion 
or deslgnlni modified channel sections for increased capacity where 
necessary. 

This discussion is limited to considerati_on of the problem 
in the humid sections of the country where sod can be readlly es
ta~lished since space does not permit discuulni& the radically dif
ferent treatments necessary in er id rerions. The 'thatchin&' action 
of scxl in protectin& the soil arainst erosion increases manyfold 
the depth of water which may be satisfactor Uy cerr ied in a &iven 
'channel and also the maxil'IJ..lm eradient permissible for such a chan
nel, The cost of providina sod is usually substantially less than 
the cos.t .of paved autters, the desi&n of which is also discussed, 

INTRODUCTION 

The scope of this study is the des ian of roadside drainare 
channels with respect to erosion control, adequate capacity for nor
mal peak rates of runoff, landscape considerations, efficient main• 
tenance, ultimate· economy and traffic safety. Because climatic 
conditions areat ly affect methods whlctf may be success fully employ
ed for erosion control, the scope is limited aeographicelly to the 
humid rerions where rainfall is sufficient in amount and seasonal 
distribution to support native rrasses Iormina a eood sod. 
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Fundamental Considerations 

The primary purpose of the roadside drainage channel is to 
provide for efficient remeval of surface runoff from the roadway so 
that traffic may move safely, and park clear of the paved roadway 

in rainy weather when necessity requires, The channel, the ref ore, 
should have adequate capacity to carry the normal peak rate of run
off without overflowing. For ultimate economy, the channel should 
retain this capacity for the life of the road without excessive 
maintenance costs; this means that the channel should not erode or 
silt up, In the snow belt, the channel may be designed for snow 

storage, Since safety is one of the paramount considerations in 
hililhway desililn, the drainage channel should have lilently-sloping 

sides and a flat-rounded bottom so that a vehicle forced off the 

roadway may run down into the channel without overturninlil, In hilly 
or mountainous country, prac1tical considerations of economy in first 
cost will limit the extent to which this ideal cross-section may be 
attained, Prevailing or obsolete standards of right-of-way width 

should not be permitted to restrict the width of channel necessary 
for hydraulic capacity or traffic safety. 

The modern highway cross-sect ions in use in most of the State 

hililhway departments are in accord with these design principles in 
varying degrees, The emphasis on traffic safety together with the 

increasing appreciation of good landscape design has resulted .in 
wide-spread acceptance of the wide shallow roadside drainage channe 1 
in place of the deep narrow ditch carried over from railroad design, 
The practice of seeding or otherwise artificially establishing sod 
on shoulders, slopes and drainage channels where feasible has de
velcri,ed as the necessity for controlling erosion became apparent, 
The principal ob;'·ect of this study is to present a simple method of 

determining in advance of construction the portions of drainage 
channel which are likely to erode unless treatment other than or

dinary seed~ng is provided. 

Predetermining Erosion Hazard in Drainage Channels 

Control of erosion is · fundamentally a matter of controlling 
velocity or of treating the material so that it will withstand the 
velocity likely to occur. The velocity at which water will flow in 
a given channel depends on the inter-related factors of grade, shape 
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I cross· S
ection, roughness of channel lining and the rate at which 

O is being delivered to the channel. Figure 1 is a simple dia-
.,.ter ..J.•ch takes all these factors into consideration. 
Jtam ,..,1 

This diagram i9 to be _used for investigating the erosion haz

d in the typical roadside channel and is applicable l'lnly to the 
ar f wh" h ·t · t d s· · 1· · · d · 
crou· section or 1c 1 is compu e • 1nce s1mp 1c1 ty 1n es1gn 

d construction requires the use of a standardized cross -section 
: ,nuch as possible this limitation is not a serious drawback, par

ticularly since similar diagrams for other shapes of channe 1 com
p!Ol'llY used can be readily prepared, Figures 2 and 3 are diagrams 

for two other cross-sections. The curves ate computed by the Menning 

fc;,rmula, 

TABLE I, ALLOWABLE VELOCITIES 

Type of 1 in i ng Allowable Velocity 
(ft. per sec.) 

Jell-established grass on any good soil 

Bern1.Jda a:rass..................................... 6 
Bluegrass .. ......... • ..................... , .. , . , . . S 
Smooth brome grass .....•••..• ,.................... S 
Western wheat grass............................... 4 
Buffalo grass •..... ;., ...• , ..•.•...•.•..•. , ..•.• , • 4 
Sudan grass (annual, temporary cover).~ •• ,........ 3 

COl11llOtl lespedeza (annual, reseeding) . ......... . ... 3 
Lespedeza Ser icea, •••...•• ,..... ... . . • • • • • • . . • . . • • • 3 

' f 

Earth without any vegetation 

Fine sand or silt, non-colloidal ••........•.•. • •.• 
Ordinary firm loam ....••..••.•...•.•..••.••..••... 
Stiff clay, very colloidal. ..................... .. 
Clay and grave 1 ....•.•.......... , ...•.....•..•..•. 
Coarse grave 1 ..... _. ....•..... . ....... , ........... . 

Shale .•....•.•.. , , ...••. , . • •• · • • · • • • · · • · · • • · • • • • • • 

1 to 2 
2 to 3 

4 
4 
4 
5 

Da"ta for vegetal channels from Roadside Development Rewrt, Part II, 

Appendix IV, April 1940. 
Data for other materials adapted from rec011111endations of Special 
Conmittee on Irrigation Research, Arn. Soc. Civil Eng. 1926. 
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TABL~ 2, CHANNEL ROUGHNESS FOR USE IN SELECTING 
SCALES ON VELOCITY-DISCHARGE DI AGRAM 

Type of 1 I n i ng Scale 

'ordinary ear th I smoothly graded smooth 

Jllg&ed rock, or rough rubble rough 
Rough concrete smooth 

smooth rubble smooth 
Well-maintained grass, depth of 

flow over 6-inches rough 
Well-maintained grass, depth of 

flow under 6-inches very rough 

Heavy grass very rough 

Manning n 

0.02 
.04 
.02 
.02 

.04 

.06 
,06 

In general, use roughest condition likely to exist for estimating 
capacity and smoothest condition for estimating velocity, 

The use of the diagram maybe illustrated as follows: Assume 
that the peak rate of runoff has been estimated at 10 cu. ft. per 
sec. (see paragraph on estimating runoff) for a channel having the 
cross-section shown in the diagram and a grade of 4 percent. To 
check the velocity on bare earth, use the 'Smooth' scale. (n=.02): 
move along the 4 percent curve to the point 'a• where dischar1e 
equals 10 cu. ft. per sec. and read 6.8 ft. per sec, on velocity 
scale. This velocity is excessive for earth (see Table 1) so we 
conclude that sodding is necessary. With sod use the 'Rough' scale 
(n=.04); from the 4 percent curve at 'b' we read velocity equal to 
4 ft. ~r sec. This velocity is allowable for a good sod. 

f 

If grasses are allowed to grow rank the resistance to flow 
is increased and the velocity is still further decreased, Since a 
decrease in velocity rrust result in an increase in cross-sectional 
area of flow if the given peak rate of discharge is tobe obtained, 

the channel maybe overflowed. To check on this condition the depth 
of flow should be investigated as follows: 

Checking Capacity of Channel. 

The dotted lines are drawn through points of equal depth of 
flow on the discharge curves. Thus in the precedi_ng example water 
would flow about 0.4 ft. deep in a bare earth chamel (point a), 
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or about 0.55 ft. feep in the sodded channel (point b). If the 
grasses are allowed to grow rank the flow will be approximately as 
shown on 'Very Rough' scale (n==. 06), point 'c' on curve, which lies 

about 1/3 of the distance from the 0, 6 to the 0. 8 ft. depth. The 
depth of flow is thus approximately 0.67 ft. with rank sod. This 
illustrates why the required depth of a channel should be based on 
the roughest condition of the channel likely to exist, A freeboard 
of at least 0.3 ft. should be provided above this maximum depth of 
flow to allow for silting, for wave action, and for a fact·or of 
safety against too low an estimate of peak runoff. 

In channels with comparatively flat side slopes the discharge 
capacity increases rapidly with small increases in depth, and con
sequently the allowance of 0,3 ft. freeboard is usually adequate. 

In the example, increas in11: the depth to 1, 0 ft. more than doubles 

the discharge capacity at a depth of 0,67 ft. The resultin11: velo
city is about 5,7 ft. per sec. on the 'Rou11:h Scale' which is above 

the reconmended limit for bluegrass sod, but since this limit is in 
itself conservative, no appreciable dame11:e need be anticipated by 

an abnormal runoff double that for which the channel was desill:I\ed, 
Siltin11: in the bottom of the channel, while reducin11: the depth of 
flow, wi11 reduce discharge capacity only a small amount since the 

major increments of discharge are contained in the top layers of 
water and not at the bottom of. the channel. For the same reason 
the rounding of the bottom of the channel usually shown on typical 
cross-sections does not significantly affect the discharge capacity 
computed for a strictly trapezoidal section, 

~/ 
,l 

Designing for Increased Capacity 

In any channel with fixed side slopes the discharge capacity 
may be increased by increasing (1) grade, (2) bottom width, (3) 

depth, or through decreasing resistance to flow by providing a 
smoother lining. Increasing the grade is frequently impractical. 
Increasinii the bottom width has the least effect on the velocity 
and is therefore desirable where velocity is close to the limit. 
Cn the other hand, increasing the depth, while increasing velocity 
slightly more than that with increased bottom width, is the simplest 
procedure and also requires less overall width. The latter considera
tion is important where ri11:ht of way is restricted or expensive. 
The smoothing of the channe 1 lining provides increased capacity 
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without increased width (or may even reduce width) but since this 
must be accomplished by some kind of paving the cost may become 

excessive. 

The effect of channel cross-section upon depth of flow, velo
citY, and required width of channel is demonstrated in Table 3, based 

00 Figures 1, 2 and 3. Note that the V-shaped channel hAs an exces
sive depth of flow and requires nearly as much width as the sect ion 

with a 3 ft. flat bottom, The discharge flowing full indicates the 
reserve capacity afforded by the allowance of 0,3 ft. freeboard. 

TABLE 3, EXAMPLES OF EFFECT OF CHANNEL SHAPE 
Taken from Figures 1, 2 and 3 with Discharge of 10 cu, ft. 

per sec, flowing in Sodded Channels on a 

1 percent grade (n=,06) 

Depth of flow (ft.) 

Depth plus 0,3 ft. free board 

Velocity (ft, per sec.) 

Width 
(including freeboard)(ft,) 

Dischatge flowing full 
(cu, ft. per sec,) 

3-ft. bottom 
3: I slopes 

0.95 

1.25 

1.8 

10.5 

17 

4-ft. bottom 
4: I slopes 

0,80 

1.10 

1. 6 

12.8 

18 

V-bottom 
3: I & 2: I 

Slopes 

1.45 

1. 75 

1. 9 

8.8 

16 

Instead of providing additional capacity in a given channel 
it is sometimes possible to divert part of the runoff into another 
channel as by the construction of an intercepting ditch on top of 

the cut s l ope , Treatment of the drainage area to increase infiltra
tion, by rrulching or other means, will also reduce the peak rate of 
runoff , 

Qi grades less than 2 percent the design of a sodded channel 

is likely to be determined by capacity requirements, As the grade 
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steepens the velocity increases and a point is reached beyond which 
the maximum allowable velocity for sod becomes the determining fac

tor. For a given rate of discharge and a fixed grade the velocity 
may be kept under control by increasing the bottcim width of the 

channe 1, or by flattening the channe 1 slopes. Both of these methods 
require a substantial increase in the overall width of the channel. 
Where it is not feasible to design a sodded channel, it may be paved, 
in which case velocity is no longer the governing factor. The ca
pacity of a channel of given shape and depth maybedoubledbychana
ina the lining from well-maintained sod to concrete or masonry, or 
tripled if the initial condition was a rank grass, 

Increasing Bottom Width on Steep ~rades 

CA!tfall channels carrying water discharged fromcut sections 
frequently involve steep grades on which the standard cross-section 
would develop excessive velocities. The solution of this problem 

is to pave the channel or to increase the bottom width. The re
quired bottom width of a sodded channel may be approximated by the 

following rule: 

in which b:a is the required bottom width, b 1 is the width of the 
standard section, S:a is the proposed grade end S 1 is the grade on 
the standard section et which the given discharge produces the maxi
mum allowable velocity. The use of this rule ·eliminates the neces
sity qf preparing diagrams for channels with increased bottom width. 

~ 

Paved Channe 1 

For safety side slopes of a paved channel should be flat in 
locations where vehicles might be forced into the channel, In other 
locations, as at the top of a cut slope, or the toe of a fi 11 slope 
protected by auard rail, economy dictates the use of a more efficient 
hydraulic section. The most efficient section is a semi-circle but 
difficulties in construction make a semi-hexagonal section prefer
able. High velocities developed in paved channels may require pro
vision for checking this velocity at the outlet unless the channel 
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is discharging into a pool of water of appreciable depth. Velocity 
fflllY be checked by a wide apron with projections or baffle walls on 
the surface or a low sill at the end creatin1 a stillin1 pool. Cur
rent research on this problem, which exists at culvert outlets also, 
should provide more definite principles for · the desi111 of ener1y 
dissipatin1 structures, 

Desirable Cross~section for Roadside Channels In Earth 

The ideal roadside channel cross-section to be built in earth 
adjacent to an earth or stabilized shoulder should have a slope from 
the shoulder of at least 4: l (which is the steepest slope permlttin1 
a driver in the outside lane to see the entire length of the slope), 
a rounded bottom at least 4 ft. wide and a back slope not steeper 
than 4:1. The depth should vary from a miniroom of about l ft. be
low the edge of shoulder in re1ions of low rainfall intensities to 
a minimum of l½ ft. · in the southern and 1ulf coast states. Depths 
and widths should be increased to provide additional capacity where 
the runoff analysis indicates peak runoff rates from the tributary 
drainage areas of such maKOi tude that the water is likely to rise 
during peak flow above an elevation 0,3 ft. below the shoulder line. 
When the ideal cross-section results in an excessive amount of ex
cavation which cannot profitably be used for eni>ankment construc
tion (as in flatten in& embankment slopes) the width of the bottom 
may be reduced and the · back slope steepened to not more than 2:1 
provided the dischar1e capacity remains adequate. The slope from 
the shoulder may also be steepened to a maximumof 3:1. The result
lna crpss-section, however, will have very limited capacity and may 
requir\? closely-spaced culverts or auxiliary channels (interceptinK 
channels, or storm sewers) to avoid overflow onto the shoulder dur
ing time sof peak runoff. 

The ideal cross-section·is based first of all upon obtaining 
a channel which a vehicle can cross at any angle with a reasonable 
chance of not overturning • . Th.it this section is also favorable to 
establishing and maintalnirtg a good sod ( it is flat enough to mow 

mechanically), provides space for snow stora1e and lessens the 
chances pf snow drifts ·accumulating (l>ecause the 'stream-lining' 
carries the wind across without eddies). Finally, the &entle slopes 
covered with sod can be easily merged into .the landscape. The spa
ciousness of the entire roadway c·ross-section tends to relieve the 
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tension of drivinii because the driver feels that he has a chance of 
survival if he has to dodge off the roadway in an emergency . Any 
departure from this ideal cross-section tending to narrow down the 
roadway is usually a compromise between safety and economy or 
expediency. 

Roadside Channels In Rock 

In solid rock cuts, the back slope will necessarily be very 

steep, approachin11 vertical in the extreme case. In such instances 
the draina11e channel may have a narrow rounded, V-shaped cross-sec
tion just lar11e enou11h to coi;icentrate the peak runoff without over
flowin1 on the shoulder. Another desie, which has considerable 

merit is to pave th.e entire shou.lder and to provide for drainaee in 
a monolithic curb and 1Utter with catch basins closely spaced empty
in11 accumulated drainage into cross culverts or into storm sewers. 
Such a desi11n balances the cost of additional excavation in a wider 
cut a1ainst the cost of more expensive drainage facilities and at 
the same time affords a maximum of all-weather traffic safety. It 
is :difficult to maintain n!lrrow sodded shoulders between a paved 
81,ltter and the paved roadway; in such cases the shoulder should be 

- \· 
stabilized and surface-treated. 

~viously erosion is not a problem in roadside channels cut 
in solid rock. However, since it is seldom practical to finish the 
channel smoothly, it may be advisable to pave the channel with con
crete or rubble masonry in order to maintain sufficient velocity so 
that extra cross-sectional area is not needed for the required ca
J>P.Clfjy. Furthermore, in rock cuts there is usually a continual 
accurrulation of spelled rock, cinders or sand from ice-treatment, 
and loosened earth which will be more readily removed by flowine 
water in a smooth- lined channe 1 than in a j a11ged rock- lined channe 1. 

Ditch Checks and Drop Structures 

Another method of controllin1 velocity in channels is to 
flatten the grade in a series of steps, with abrupt drops built out 
of concrete, stone, tini>er or other available material constructed 
at each step. The channe 1 between drops is des iKOed for a non
erodin11 velocity in the channel at the peak discharge rate. The 
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structures are des ~IPled for the peak dischar1e throu11h a weir notch, 
wt,ich may have the ·same shape as the channel above, but is mote 
frequently a constriction in the charu,el. In order to prevent un
der-scour an apron with winpalls 1TUst be provided below the drop. 
'l1)e spadn& of the drop structures will depend on the aeneral 1re.d
ient of the chaMel, the intervenin1 1radient and the vertical dr~p 

'at the structure, 

If the channel between structures is desi11J1ed f~r a non
etodinl velocity of about 2 ft, per sec. in be.re earth the lnter
v-enini 1radient will be less than 0.5 percent and the nunber of 

1 t,uctures per 100-ft. station will be approximately equal to the 
ieneral 1radii;int in percent divided by the drop in feet at each 
structure. Thus on a 5 percent 11rade, structures havin1 a 0.5 ft. 
drop, would be spaced ten to the station. The cost per structure 
would depend on the material and the size of the notch necessary 
for the peak dischariie, Properly des i1ned concrete structures wi 11 
cost fran $5. 00 to $10. 00 or more each, or on a 5 percent iirade, 
from $50 to $100 or more per station. For the same cost per sta
t,ion it would be possible in most cases to construct a smoothly 
paved, continuous KUtter 3 to 5 ft. wide, or a continuous sodded 
autter 9 ft. wide, either of which would adequately carry the dis
char1e, The cost per station for drop structures will be less for 
hiiber drops but safety considerations limit the hei1ht of drop in 
toads ide chame ls. 

Where sod b used between drop structures the intervenin1 
1rade may be increased to as iruch as S percent (determined by ref
erence to velocity dischar1e dla1ram, Fi&, 2) and in most caaes the 
need f'4r steppin1 the trade line is eliminated. , 

Ote of the main objections to any drop structures in chan
nels parallel and close to the roadway is the hazard to traffic, 
The structures a lso interfere with mowin1 operations and are al
ways unsi1htly. In some soifs they are difficult to maintain be
cause of water washln1 out the soil below or around the structure. 
Drop structures are useful, however, in channels normally inacces
sible t~ vehicles on the roadway, where the charuiel drops off sud
denly into a creek bed. In such cases the drop should be desi&ned 
as an en1ineering structure with ample notch capacity and protec
tion against scour at the downstream end. 
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Estimating Peak Rate of Run-off 

Any method of desiiflina a channel for a limited velocity and 
adequate capacity necessitates an estimate of the peak rate of dis. 
charae which the channel will be expected to carry. This factor is 
very important but has _received relatively little -attentiori, The 
arade of the channel is usually thouKht of as bein1 the criterion 
upon which the occurrence of erosion trust be based, but a 1lance at 
Fiaure 1 shows that velocity, which is the principal factor causin1 
erosion, chan1es rapidly with the rate of dischar1e, particularly 
for low flows, re1ardless of the arade. 

The pea~ rate of runoff maybe estimated by severe! methods: 
the Burkli-Zie1ler and, the so-called rational formulas, end runoff 
curves developed by Jhe U. S, Department of AKriculture, The ra. 
tional formula is preferred to the Burkli-ZieKler because the slope 
factor introduced in the hitter is of questionable value, The slope 
should be considered in estimatinK the time of concentration used 
in the rational for111Jla by a rou1h approximation of the probable 
velocity in the channels thtou1h which the water flows from the most . 
remote part of the drainaae area. This may be accomplished with 
velocity-dischar1e diaaraD111, usin1 an assumed dischar1e, The vel
ocity of over land flow on a:rass may be rou1hly approximated by the 

rule of thuni> that the velocity in feet per second is approximately 
equal to one-tenth the square root of the total fall in feet, pro-

_vided the 1rade ia not more than 20 percent. 

The simplest method, probably as reliable as any other, ls 
the use of runoff curves of the type published by the Hirhway Re
seafch Board in April 1940, in Appendix IV of the Roadside Develop
ment Report, Part II. By aelectin1 a curve representin1 the topo-
1raphic, soil, vea:etal cover and surface stora1e characteristics of 

the draina1e er~•• the peak rate of dischar1e may be read directly 
in cubic feet per second from the size of the area in acres, 

In dealin1 with runoff problems it mey be helpful to visual
ize in simplified form the physical phenomena which take place, To 
be1in with, rain never falls at a uniform rate for lone intervals. 
The rain fallin1 at low intensities may be completely soaked up in 
the soil, this infiltration takin1 place rapidly at first and then 
at a mimim.Jm sustained rate re1ardless of how lon1 rain may have 
been fallin1, This infiltr~tion ,rate depends on the size and 
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Off!Pllction of soil particles, presence of orianic material in the 
c il and on the surface in the form of vea:etation or n.ilches and 
•;her factors. Rain faHini on bare soil beats t~e soil into a 
~dy suspension which tends to cloi the surface pores, thus de
creasina: infiltration. A 1Wlch protects the soil from this action. 
ourinl the time that the rate of rainfa ll exceeds the rate of in
filtration, runoff takes place, the small depressions filtini up 
first, and overflowine until finally a sheet of water of apprecia
ble depth ~s creeping slowly over the surface. From that point on 
the rapidity with which the water concentrates depends upon the 
number and kind of collect in1 channels. As the r.a in builds up to _ 
its maximum intensity the volume of water in transi~ over the sur 
face of the iround becomes irea~r, and the more this temporary 
•urface storage increases the a:reater becomes the dampenini effect 
on the peak rate at which the rain is faltin&, S~nce a smoothly 
paved surface permits little or no infiltration , and offers little 
resistance to flow , the volume of water detained on the surface at 
any time is very small and the peak rate of. runoff is very nearly 
equal to the peak rate of rainfall. Ch the other hand, a Kent ly 
slopina: blueirass pasture has a hia:h rate of infiltration, affords 
111JCh resistance to surface flow and can store up a larie volume of 
water with the result that the peak rate of runoff maybe only one
tenth of the peak rate of rainfall. The stored-up water will flow 
out a:radua lly over a lone period of time, perhaps an hour or tw_o 
after runoff has ceased from a paved - area. 

The frequency with which any peak rate of rainfall occurs in 
a a:iven reeion • can be determined from intensity frequency data such 
as tha' contained in USDA Misc. Pub. No,' 204. A a:iven intensity of 
rainfah will seldom produce the same peak rate of runoff in suc
cessiYe occurrences because the characteristics of the drainaa:e area 
affectina: r1D1off wilt vary within a wide ranie, Consequently a two 
or five-year rainfa-11 frequency may be safely used as equivalent to 
a lona:er runoff frequency. In attemptina: to evaluate the damage 
which may have been done by runoff rates exceedini that for which 
a channe_l may have been desiiJled, it may be noted that on a a:iven 
drainaee area, the hi&her the peak rate, the shorter is the dura
tion of that rate. The principal effect is to superimpose a sharper 
and hia:her peak - ori· the runoff curve. The ireater the opportunity 
for temporary surface storaa:e, the less this peak wilt exceed the 
normal peak. 



Appl !cation of Suggested Method of Designing Roadside Channels 

Due to the uncertainties necessarily involved in estimating 
runoff from small draina11e areas the simple calculations should not 
be carried out to more thanone or two significant fiKUres, Drain. 
aa;e area ~iv ides may be s'pot-ted by field parties taking preliminary 
cross-!Jections, , and plotted on a drainaa;e area map preferably drawn 
to a fairly large scale. The estimation of runoff coefficients or 
the selection of runoff curves should not be done in the office by 
a draftsman, but should be done in the field by an engineer familiar 
with factors influencing runoff, and .able to visualise conditions 
as they are likely t~ exist after the construction is completed. 

After peak rates of runoff have been estimated, , a diaa;ram 
of the type shown in FiKUre 1 may be used to check up the velocity 
developed in, and capacity of, the standard channel section ordi
narily used. · In the a;reat majority of cases the standard section 
will be found adequate for capacity. In a few cases the velocity . 
developed will indicate the need for soddin11, Infr~uently, crit
ical conditions will necessitate special study to develop economic 
desiKOS, 

· The purpose of introducina; this method of analysis is not 
to dis.rupt procedures of preparins plans developed throush long 
years of experience but to add a simple check on channe 1 des i&n 
which wi 11 reveal, dur in11 the plan s taa;e, the points at which extra 
care should be taken to avoid future difficulty ' and expense in main
taining the completed hiahway, 

~ Construction and Maintenance of Vegetated Channels 

Detailed discussion on the const'r~ction and maintenance of 
ve1etated chaMels is beyond the scope of this paper, but there are 
several points which are worth notins, In the first place the kind 
of 11rass selected for seedin11 or soddins a channel should prefera
bly be e short-bladed variety with a deep root system fonnin(l a 
dense turf and ·not a bunch 11rass around which the water will wash, 
or a stiff-ste11111ed 1rass which will not bend flat under the pressure 
of the current, The efficacy of sod for controllin& erosion re• 
sults lar1ely from the 'shin1lin1' or 'thatchin&' action which pro
tects the soil from the hish .velocity in the stream. Experiments 
with BerDIJda 11rass ~ndicate that resistance to erosion is practically 
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,.0 ocf when the crass ls dormant as when it is 1reen. Another .... 
f•-vorable circl.m'lstance is the fact that in most recions the hiahest 
intensity· rains which cause the most erosion dama1e normally occur 
durinl the sumner months and not when the Krasses are dormant. 

When seedine can be done at the rieht season of the year to 
esteblish a reasonably 1ood turf in a short period of time channels 
from very small dreinace areas may, be ~eeded ins teed of sodded, tek
inl the chance that e demeein& rein will not occur durin& that per
iod, Any necessary reseedinK will still involve le!ls total cost 
than an initial installation of sod. Mulchin& of the seeded areas, 
now rather coumon practice, ereatly increases the chances of avoid
lni damece by intense rains . Local circumstances end individual 
Judi1Jl8nt wi 11 determ1ne the extent to which chances maybe taken on 
s.eedlni in drainaee chaMels. (In some reeions 1rass is normally 
established by sprl11int or 1plantin1 stolons and roots, relyin1 on 
the natural spreadin1 habit of the particular species to secure com
plete cover in a short period of time, In such re1ions the remarks 
about seedine will apply with!equal si111ificence to these other in
expensive methods of establishin& erass,) 

A compromise solution is to sod only the bottom of the chan
nel, (assl.m'lin& this bottom to be rounded) 1arrblin1 that a rate of 
runoff sufficient to rise above the sodded area will not occur W1til 
1rass has become established by other cheaper methods on the rest 
of the channel. To play safe, however, sod shouHi be placed to an 
elevation slichtly above the depth of the peak discharce for which 
the channel is desiifled; this procedure is reconmended where sod is 
plentiful and relatively inexpensive • 

. , 
" ! 

Vereteted channels can be completely _ successful mly if they 
are adequately maintained, Channels should be mowed re8\)larly to 
avoid excessive restriction to flow and to keep down weeds. Bare 
spots ~hould be repaired by soddin& imnediately upon discovery as 
small breaks ,in the sod enlar1e rapidly when subjected to heavy 

'flows. Sil tina: of the channe 1 is a troublesome problem which can 
be i,ermanently solved only by tracinii the silt _back it:o its source 
and eliminatint erosion at that point. Since silt is deposited only 
when the carrying capacity of the !s_tream is reduced by checkinK the 
Ye loci ty channels should· be desianed, insofar as practica 1, so that 
the 1radient is always increased, and never flattened, in the direc
tion of flow, 
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